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1. Introduction

Medicine has always been personal, and aimed at giving each patient optimal and individualized treatment. The term “personalized medicine” has in the last decades been referred to the tailoring of medical treatment based on individual characteristics of each patient, giving the “right treatment to the right person at the right time” (Bates 2010). Traditionally, these characteristics have been solely of a clinical and demographic nature, such as performance status and age of the patient. However, in recent years, genetic and protein biomarkers has emerged and now enable more detailed decoding of personal differences that can be used for even more specific treatment selection (Bates 2010, Mehta, Jain et al. 2011). Two major indications, with large unmet clinical needs demanding individualized management of patients, are cancer and autoimmune disorders (Rovin, McKinley et al. 2009, Ross 2011).

Most people in developed countries are today affected by cancer in one way or another. One out of three people will be diagnosed with cancer in their lifetime, and this is a number expected to increase to 50%, due to an aging population and life-style choices (Stein and Colditz 2004). Great hopes are set on the field of personalized medicine for providing e.g. early and accurate diagnostics, classification of tumors into distinct molecular subtypes, each with a corresponding treatment, and monitoring of disease relapse. Detecting tumors in an early stage improves the odds of successful treatment, and treatment selection based on molecular subtypes has been shown to be essential for the efficacy of a number of treatment regimens (e.g. therapeutic agents imatinib in chronic lymphoid leukemia and trastuzumab in HER-2 positive breast cancers) (Joske 2008, Ross, Slodkowska et al. 2009). Autoimmune diseases are often chronic and systemic disorders, characterized by diverse manifestations, motivating individualized management of patients for optimal prognosis (Maecker, Lindstrom et al. 2012). The benefit of personalizing the treatment lies not only in treating the right patients, but also in sparing those who would not need or respond to the treatment. Current treatment regimens for cancer and
autoimmune diseases are often associated with severe side-effects and the severity of the disease will be a major factor for deciding how much side-effects can be tolerable.

Aiming for detection of novel gene and protein markers for diagnosis and prognosis of disease, numerous biomarker discovery studies have been reported recently, while the clinical utility of these markers remain to be proven (Boschetti, Chung et al. 2012). Clinical demands on biomarkers include their ability to answer a clinical question with high specificity and sensitivity, and that they can be reliably measured in an accessible sample format (Sanchez-Carbayo 2011). Protein biomarkers are an attractive solution to these demands, as proteins are the actual executor of most cellular events and are available in body fluids for minimal invasive sampling.

Proteomic techniques are powerful discovery tools, targeting up to thousands of proteins in a single experiment. In this context, affinity proteomics, with antibody arrays in particular, has positioned itself as a sensitive, multiplex and high-throughput tool for biomarker discovery (Stoevesandt and Taussig 2012). Our group has in the last decade developed and implemented an affinity proteomic platform, where recombinant antibodies are printed onto a solid surface, creating an array of binder molecules (Wingren, Ingvarsson et al. 2007, Borrebaeck and Wingren 2009). The analyzed sample is labeled and added to this antibody array, and bound proteins are detected in a scanner. By comparing the detected protein patterns in samples of different disease status, disease related protein signatures can be identified. Key features for the assay is the on-chip performance of the affinity probes, and optimized protocols for analysis of all relevant clinical sample formats.

The aim of this thesis has been to further optimize key features of our affinity proteomics platform, recombinant antibody microarrays, and to apply the platform in clinical studies. This work is based on four original papers, where paper I and II address technology development of the platform, while in paper III and IV the optimized platform is applied in clinical studies. Large efforts have been devoted to optimizing all different parameters including choice of surface, printing parameters, detection system and choice of probes. The analyzed sample formats include serum/plasma, tissue extracts, cell lysates, intact cells, and I have in paper I extended our platform and re-optimized the set-up for urine analysis. The on-chip stability of the affinity probes is a key
feature for a robust and reproducible array set-up, and has this been evaluated and further optimized in paper II.

The optimized affinity proteomic platform has then been applied in two clinical studies targeting prostate cancer and the autoimmune disorder systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). In paper III, I have analyzed serum and urine samples from patients with the most severe manifestation of SLE, SLE nephritis. Candidate protein biomarker signatures associated with disease activity has been identified. This data is a first step towards monitoring and ultimately predicting flares, which would enable individualized management and therapy selection of SLE nephritis patients. In paper IV, I have analyzed plasma samples from potential prostate cancer patients. The data showed that we have successfully identified biomarkers that could be used for stratification of patient risk groups. Of note, heterogeneous patient groups could be stratified into groups of high or low risk of having prostate cancer. Thus, we showed that our affinity proteomics platform could be used for identification of biomarker signatures for decision basis in the selection of patients for biopsy testing.
A disease biomarker is virtually anything that can be used as an indicator of disease, but the term has predominantly been used for genes or proteins that can be detected in tissue or body fluids and reflect a disease status. In order to pursue personalized medicine, access to well-defined biomarkers will be a prerequisite for correct and effective decision making in diagnosis, prognosis and treatment decision (Mehta, Jain et al. 2011). An ideal biomarker would be a single molecule, easily detected in a patient with a certain disease, but not at all detected in a healthy person. In reality, these kinds of magic bullets rarely exist, forcing us to study more complex patterns of genes or proteins (Wallstrom, Anderson et al. 2013). The performance of biomarkers is usually evaluated in terms of sensitivity and specificity, where sensitivity is the ability to detect disease where the disease is truly present, and specificity is the ability to accurately recognize absence of disease.

In this chapter, I will exemplify important gene and protein markers that substantially have influenced over-all survival and quality of life for thousands of patients in a variety of diseases, and I then focus on the role of biomarkers and personalized medicine in prostate cancer and SLE. Finally, I will address some of the challenges scientists are faced with when pursuing biomarker discovery.

### 2.1 Gene and protein biomarkers

The mapping of the human genome at the turn of the century has enabled large scale studies of genetic profiles, as well as identification of mutations and altered expression profiles. This has resulted in discovery of individual genes or
gene profiles associated with different diseases or response to treatment. Proteins are more complex than DNA both in structure and composition, placing higher demands on the techniques used (Phizicky, Bastiaens et al. 2003). On the other hand, proteins hold great promise in harboring more information on current disease status, as they are the actual executor of molecular events. Gene and protein markers often provide complementary information, and will continue to play important roles in personalized medicine, independent of each other or used in combination.

### 2.1.1 Genetic and gene expression biomarkers

Genetic biomarkers have so far predominantly been identified in oncology, where mutations and translocations can e.g. inactivate tumor suppressors, or result in fusion proteins with oncogenic properties. An early example of gene based personalized medicine is the identification of the Philadelphia chromosome in chronic myeloid leukemia (CML). A reciprocal translocation between chromosomes 9 and 22 (Rowley 1973), known as the Philadelphia chromosome, is responsible for the fusion protein BCR-ABL which induces the myeloproliferative disorder typical of CML. Presence of the Philadelphia chromosome identifies CML with 100% specificity among other leukemia, and these patients can effectively be treated with tyrosine-kinase inhibitor imatinib (Gleevec/Glivec) targeting BCR-ABL (Joske 2008). A more recent example is the use of gefitinib (Iressa) in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) (Paez, Janne et al. 2004). Iressa was first approved for treatment of NSCLC, but withdrawn due to disappointing results in phase II studies. Further retrospective studies showed association between epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutation status and response to Iressa treatment, and Iressa was in 2010 again approved for treatment, this time for the subset of NSCLC patients with confirmed EGFR mutations. The Philadelphia chromosome and the mutated EGFR are examples of gene-based companion diagnostics, gene biomarkers crucial for the employment of the corresponding therapy.

Extensive work in gene expression profiling has resulted in identification of mRNA signatures associated with different sub-sets of breast cancer. In 2002, van’t Veer and colleagues presented a gene expression profile for prediction of clinical outcome (short interval to distant metastasis) of breast cancer patients (van 't Veer, Dai et al. 2002). After optimization and validation, a 70-gene signature (MammaPrint®) was in 2007 approved by US food and drug
administration (FDA) as the first diagnostic microarray test (Cardoso, Van't Veer et al. 2008). Similarly, in 2004 Paik et al. identified a 21 gene polymerase chain reaction (PCR) panel (Oncotype DX) that predicts disease relapse in a subset of breast cancer patients receiving endocrine therapy (tamoxifen) (Paik, Shak et al. 2004). Also, the feasibility of using DNA array data for stratification of breast cancer patients into subgroups has been elegantly demonstrated by the Börresen-Döle group (Sorlie, Perou et al. 2001). Gene expression patterns derived from cDNA microarrays were used for unsupervised clustering of breast cancer patients and the obtained cluster groups correlated to the clinical subgroups, which include basal like, ERBB2 positive, normal breast like and luminal breast cancer, with high accuracy.

### 2.1.2 Protein biomarkers

The notion that mRNA levels on many occasions do not correlate with protein levels (Gygi, Rochon et al. 1999) has fueled the interest of identifying protein and protein profiles as markers of disease (Liang and Chan 2007). Protein biomarkers can be detected in tissue samples using antibody probes, or as circulating proteins in serum or other body fluids. The human epidermal growth factor receptor (HER2) is a trans-membrane tyrosine kinase receptor up-regulated in 10-34% of invasive breast cancers (Schechter, Stern et al. 1984), and is today routinely used both as a tissue biomarker for classification of aggressive cancers and as an effective drug target. The monoclonal antibody Herceptin (trastuzumab) targets HER2 and is solely administered to HER2-positive patients, most likely to respond to the treatment. Herceptin is associated with substantial risk of cardio toxicity (Telli, Hunt et al. 2007), why sparing HER2-negative patients from this therapy improves their quality of life (Ross, Slodkowska et al. 2009).

Detecting circulating protein biomarkers is an attractive approach, due to their less invasive sampling procedures. The use of serum prostate specific antigen (PSA) for assessment of risk of prostate cancer has revolutionized care of prostate cancer patients, and will be further discussed in section 2.2. Several circulating glycoproteins have been proposed as tumor markers (Chatterjee and Zetter 2005). Elevated levels of CA19-9 (sialylated Lewis (a) antigen) were initially detected in colorectal cancer cell lines(Koprowski, Steplewski et al. 1979). Since then, several studies have shown correlation between increased serum levels of CA19-9 and pancreatic cancer (Goonetilleke and Siriwardena
2007). However, due to insufficient specificity (68–91%) and sensitivity (70–90%) of the test, CA19-9 is not recommended as a diagnostic biomarker. Possible causes for false positives include elevated levels due to jaundice, and the low sensitivity can in part be explained by that certain people are lewis-negative (von Rosen, Linder et al. 1993). In pancreatic cancer patients that do have a verified CA19-9 secretion, the marker can be used for monitoring of response to treatment and of disease recurrence (Goonetilleke and Siriwardena 2007). Glycoprotein mucin 16, also known as CA-125, is used as a marker for detection of ovarian cancer with a sensitivity of 80-90 % (Canney, Moore et al. 1984). The specificity is, however, more modest, as CA-125 can be elevated in other cancers and benign states, while usually in lower levels. Circulating protein biomarkers also have the capability of identifying more acute events, as Troponin T detecting myocardial infarctions (Mair, Artner-Dworzak et al. 1991) and C-reactive protein as a marker of inflammation (Tillett and Francis 1930, Ridker 2009).

Using a single protein biomarker would obviously be the most practical choice for point-of-care applications. However, due to the complexity of many diseases such as cancer and auto-immune diseases, physicians will most likely have to rely on multiplex marker signatures (Chatterjee and Zetter 2005, Liang and Chan 2007, Wallstrom, Anderson et al. 2013). This applies especially for markers for early detection, where the probed population constitutes of a group of vast heterogeneity in individual pathophysiology, as exemplified with CA19-9 above. Multiplex markers can be obtained either by combining different known markers (Cordero, De Chiara et al. 2008, Bansal and Sullivan Pepe 2013), or by designing discovery studies for identification of complex patterns, and the latter approach has been the focus of this thesis.

I will next turn to exemplifying current diagnostic procedures and challenges in prostate cancer and SLE.

2.2 Personalized medicine in prostate cancer

Prostate cancer is currently the most frequently diagnosed cancer among men in developed countries (Ferlay, Shin et al. 2010), and for improved prognosis individualized management of these patients is required. In the process of
diagnosing prostate cancer, the physicians are faced with two major challenges: First, who is at risk of having prostate cancer and should be selected for biopsy testing? and second, once a malignancy is detected, what treatment alternative should be chosen?

The first challenge was revolutionized by the introduction of PSA testing, resulting in an increased number of early diagnosed cases (Parekh, Ankerst et al. 2007, Shariat, Semjonow et al. 2011). Elevated total serum PSA (tPSA) is associated with prostate cancer, as the malignant prostate usually leaks PSA to much larger extent than the healthy prostate. There is, however, also a significant leakage of PSA from a prostate of benign enlargement (BPH), which is a common complication among aging men. Therefore, PSA testing has dramatically increased the number of unnecessary biopsies, causing a major burden on both well-being of individual patients and national health economics.

In order to improve PSA’s specificity for malignant disease, the ratio between free and tPSA (%fPSA) can be assessed (Lilja, Christensson et al. 1991, Catalona, Partin et al. 1998). PSA circulates in the blood stream, both free as well as complex bound. The free, non-complexed form has shown more frequent in leakage from a prostate of benign enlargement, why men with %fPSA above 15-20% is usually spared from biopsy testing. Still, men subjected to biopsy testing are a very heterogeneous group (Parekh, Ankerst et al. 2007), why further stratification of this patient cohort is essential, and was explored in paper IV.

Turning to the second challenge of treatment selection, it should be noted that detection of malignant tissue might not always motivate heavy treatment: For instance, 25-35% of young men have indolent tumors in prostatic tissue that, in most cases, will not progress into aggressive tumors (autopsy finding on men with other cause of death (Sakr, Haas et al. 1993)). For classification of detected tumors, and treatment selection, factors to consider include grading and staging of the tumor and demographic factors, such as patient age. The grading of the tumor is based on the histological assessment of a biopsy specimen and presented as a Gleason score, where a high score represents poorly differentiated prostate gland cells and a high risk of metastasis (Gleason and Mellinger 1974). The staging communicates if the tumor is spread to lymph nodes or further metastasized, usually using the Tumor, Lymph Node, and
Metastasis staging system (Cheng, Montironi et al. 2012). As a basis for treatment selection, these factors are compiled into classification systems (D'Amico, Desjardin et al. 1998) or more complex predictive algorithms, known as nomograms (Katz, Efstathiou et al. 2010). Therapy options include prostatectomy and hormonal treatment, both associated with severe side-effects as impotence and incontinence. Active surveillance is a treatment option of indolent cancers, especially among elderly patients. Still, the difficulty of distinguishing indolent from aggressive tumors remains and motivates the need for improvement of classification systems.

2.3 Personalized medicine in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a chronic, autoimmune disorder characterized by the formation of autoantibodies and immune complexes, leading to a plethora of different clinical presentations and manifestations, ranging from rashes to glomerulonephritis (Tsokos 2011). The diagnosis of SLE include 11 classification criteria, and patients displaying four or more of these criteria are diagnosed with a specificity of 95% and a sensitivity of 85 % (Maidhof and Hilas 2012). Although certain clinical presentations are common for many SLE patients, the disease is to great extent characterized by a unique set of identifiers and autoantibody repertoires for each patient, requiring an individualized approach in treatment decision (Agmon-Levin, Mosca et al. 2012). In 2011, FDA approved the monoclonal antibody belimumab for treatment of SLE patients, as the first novel therapy in SLE for 56 years (Chugh and Kalra 2013). Only around 30% of the patients benefit from belimumab treatment, and patients with severe manifestations as kidney involvement were not included in the clinical trials. Further studies are required to evaluate which sub-populations would benefit most from belimumab treatment, in order to more accurately decide who is eligible for therapy.

The underlying disease etiology of SLE is still largely unknown, but the heterogeneity of symptoms has led to the suggestion that SLE is actually a variety of different diseases with diverse pathogenic mechanism (Agmon-Levin, Mosca et al. 2012). This notion motivates studies of stratification of SLE into
different sub-diseases, which has primarily been taken on using genetic studies in the last decade. For instance, mapping of SLE genes into pathogenetic pathways has revealed that a subgroup of patients with an activated interferon-α (IFN-α) pathway were associated with distinct serologic features (low complement, high α-dsDNA) (Krou, Lee et al. 2005).

SLE patients go through periods of active disease (flares) and periods of inactive disease (remission) (Tsokos 2011). The disease itself is chronic, but the flares can be reduced using effective treatment regimens. SLE disease activity is currently assessed using activity indices, for instance SLE disease activity index 2000 (SLEDAI-2K), covering systemic symptoms, and renal SLEDAI, pinpointing renal involvement. Albeit useful, the SLEDAI-2K index requires observation of 24 different clinical parameters observed over a longer (> 10 days) time period, which could delay treatment. Therefore, molecular biomarkers for monitoring, or ultimately, predicting flares could improve quality of life for SLE patients (Gibson, Banha et al. 2010). Markers of disease activity used in clinics today include complement protein C3 and auto-antibodies directed against complement protein C1q, but their accuracy is unfortunately limited, why additional markers are highly warranted (Rovin and Zhang 2009). Also, the heterogeneity of the disease motivates the need to study multiplex panels of biomarkers (Wallstrom, Anderson et al. 2013), which has been pursued in paper III.

2.4 Challenges in biomarker discovery

Pursuing protein biomarker discovery is faced with a number of challenges. Recently evolved proteomic techniques have reported numerous candidate biomarkers (Hu, Loo et al. 2006, Lescuyer, Hochstrasser et al. 2007), while the transition into clinical application of these potential markers has been much more modest (Anderson, Ptolemy et al. 2013). The reasons for this discrepancy could be several, and I will here focus on the impact of study design, sample format and requirements on the techniques used.
2.4.1 Study design

The route of biomarker development, from raising a valid clinical question to implementation in clinical practice, has proven to be long and difficult. The starting-point of all biomarker discovery studies should include addressing an unmet clinical need, why close collaborations between scientists and practicing physicians is essential. It has even been proposed that national health institutes ought to be involved in prioritizing important clinical questions by their impact on overall healthcare (Anderson, Ptolemy et al. 2013). Once the relevant clinical question is formulated, the optimal study design is to be chosen.

Biomarker discovery studies can be performed as case-control studies where one group of patients are compared to a control group, or longitudinal cohort studies, where patients are followed and sampled over a period of time (Mann 2003). A case-control study design is attractive due to its relative speed and cost-effectiveness, while hampered by difficulties in the selection of, and access to, representative cases and controls. Cases might be few and time-consuming to collect in sufficient number, and the controls should be absent of the disease that they control for, but in all other aspects be comparable to the cases. Case-control studies are faced with a substantial risk of identifying candidate markers reflecting differences related to the particular patient cohort and not to the disease per se, which could be a reason for many candidate marker not transforming into clinical practice.

Longitudinal studies are performed either retrospectively, where previously collected samples are analyzed at one time-point and related to the present clinical outcome of the patient, or prospectively where the cases are followed over time and samples are collected at different occasions (Euser, Zoccali et al. 2009). The retrospective study is faster and more convenient, but relies on the relevant samples or data being collected. The prospective study can take several years to follow up, but is more likely to provide markers of clinical utility (Euser, Zoccali et al. 2009, Brennan, O’Connor et al. 2010).

The process of bringing candidate biomarker signatures into clinical implementation has turned out to be very challenging, and a successful discovery study is followed be several validation phases (Rifai, Gillette et al. 2006, Puntmann 2009) (Figure 1). In the initial discovery phase, a candidate biomarker panel, sometimes encompassing hundreds of different markers, is
identified. In a second step, denoted pre-validation or verification, these candidate panels are condensed and then validated in a second independent data-set. Third, the condensed biomarker panel is validated in a large independent population, using the analysis platform attended for its clinical application (e.g. an immunoassay). The large number of samples needed in the validation studies can be demanding to access, and has often become a key bottleneck. Finally, after approval from regulatory authorities (e.g. FDA for the US market) the validated biomarker(s) can be introduced into a clinical setting, and the long-term clinical utility, e.g. improved survival, can be assessed. The final step of introducing a biomarker into the clinic is strictly controlled by regulatory authorities. However, the process of taking the candidate through the proceeding pre-validation and verification have fewer guidelines, in contrast to the drug discovery pipe-line where each phase is carefully regulated (Anderson, Ptolemy et al. 2013). Also, the discovery phase is usually performed in academia, while the point-of-care assay is developed in a commercial/industry setting, and the transition between the two demands new routes of financing of projects etc. (Mischak, Ioannidis et al. 2012).

**Figure 1.** All biomarker studies ought to start with a well-defined clinical need. The biomarker discovery study is then followed by validation studies and finally introduction into a clinical setting.

Taken together, formulation of a clinical question, choice of study design and strategy for validation studies are all crucial factors in the route of developing and implementing biomarkers. In addition, the patient subgroup identified by the marker requires an available
treatment option, in order to make the biomarker attractive for the clinic application. It is, however, not rare that the discovery of a marker subsequently has led to discovery of drug target(s), as in the example of the Philadelphia chromosome above.

2.4.2 Samples for biomarker discovery

The outcome of a biomarker discovery study relies to great extent on the nature and quality of the analyzed biological sample, usually a tissue specimen or a biological fluid, such as serum or urine. The choice of sample format involves both demands from clinic and from the chosen analysis platform, and the latter will be discussed further in section 4.2.1. From the clinician’s and patient’s point of view, the sample should preferably be obtained through non-invasive, convenient, and cost-effective sampling, and only require simple protocols for handling and storage.

Sample formats

Tissue is a valuable sample format, used for histological diagnosis of many indications including cancers and renal disease. Tissue samples can, however, only be obtained through invasive sampling i.e. biopsies or tissue removed by surgery. In addition, for samples obtained during surgery, standard protocols regarding timing of handling can be difficult to implement. Tissue samples can be stored as either unfixed and freshly frozen or formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded (FFPE) (Grantzdorffer, Yumlu et al. 2010). The freshly frozen samples are better suited for protein extraction, while demanding more stringent handling protocols why samples often need to be discarded after a single analysis. In contrast, FFPE samples are more conveniently handled and stored, and are robust enough to be used in many different studies. However, due to protein-crosslinking in the formalin fixation, the protein extraction protocols have traditionally been far more complex than for frozen tissue (Grantzdorffer, Yumlu et al. 2010). However, using FFPE material in proteomic studies has recently gained interest due to the vast FFPE collections available, together with the increasing demands on large sample cohorts for proteomic studies. New improved protocols have been developed, for instance Pauly et al. (manuscript in preparation) have optimized a protocol for analysis of FFPE samples using recombinant antibody microarrays.
Attracted by the minimally invasive sampling procedures, several biomarker initiatives are instead turning to searching for protein biomarkers in body fluids. Serum and plasma are the most frequently used body fluids for biomarker discovery, and it has in several studies been demonstrated that their protein levels reflect both physiological and pathological states that can be used for disease diagnosis and prognosis (Anderson and Anderson 2002, Thadikkaran, Siegenthaler et al. 2005). Serum is obtained from withdrawn blood after removal of blood cells, as well as coagulation factors, through clotting and centrifugation. Plasma, on the other hand, is prevented from clotting by addition of an anticoagulant (EDTA, sodium citrate or heparin). Studies on systematic variation in protein abundances of serum and plasma samples have indeed shown variation between different sample preparations, but also dependence on the technique used for analysis and individual protein of interest (Haab, Geierstanger et al. 2005). For instance, cytokines appeared to be most stable in EDTA-plasma, which could be explained by EDTA’s protease inhibitory properties (Haab, Geierstanger et al. 2005). Most importantly, in a single biomarker study, all included blood samples need to be collected using the same sample preparation method.

Urine has been utilized in clinical testing for centuries, including assessment of albumin concentration as a measure of kidney disease (Guh 2010). Urine is readily available and non-invasive in sampling and has attracted interest in clinical proteomics as a valuable source of both renal and systemic biomarkers. More than 1500 unique proteins have been identified in healthy urine (Adachi, Kumar et al. 2006), and the urinary proteome of various physiological and pathological conditions is estimated to comprise more than 5000 proteins (Coon, Zurbig et al. 2008). The majority of urinary proteins are indeed of renal origin (70%), while 30% of the proteins are filtered through the glomerulus (Decramer, Gonzalez de Peredo et al. 2008), and can provide insights into mechanisms of indications originating outside the urinary tract system, such as cancer and autoimmune conditions (Voss, Goo et al. 2011).

The physiological composition of urine is effected by diet and exercise why patients usually need to follow more strict guidelines before sample collection. Also, the timing of sampling (e.g. first morning, second morning or 24 hour sample collection) needs to be standardized (Voss, Goo et al. 2011). Examples of other body fluids used in proteomics experiments include cerebrospinal fluid, saliva and tear fluid (Hu, Loo et al. 2006). Cerebrospinal fluid is the primary
sample for central nervous system disorders, and is collected by lumbar
puncture, aspiration of fluid from the lower spine. Saliva and tear fluid are
minimally invasive sample formats, which have also gained interest in
proteomics.

Pre-analytical processing of samples
All of the above described sample formats need to be collected, handled and
stored following strict standard operation procedures (SOP) in order to avoid
pre-analytical sources of data bias. Even small differences in processing of
samples could have dramatic effects on analytical reliability and study outcome
(Tuck, Chan et al. 2009). Pre-analytical bias between cases and controls could
result in false positive results, and processing variations within the sample
groups of cases and controls could potentially mask disease related differences
(false negatives). This is especially crucial for samples collected from different
sites, where indeed site-to-site normalization of data often is required. Standard
operating procedures for standardizing of sample collection have to take into
account e.g. type of additives, sample processing temperature and time, as well
as hemolysis of samples. In the subsequent sample processing, special caution
should be observed for freeze-thaw cycles of samples, where cytokines have
been shown particularly vulnerable (Thavasu, Longhurst et al. 1992).

Biobanking
Access to well-defined, high-quality biospecimens has been identified as a major
limiting factor in the development of biomarkers (LaBaer 2012). The organizing
of large sample collections in biobanks will be a prerequisite for running large-
scale discovery and validation studies needed for identification and approval of
biomarkers (Schrohl, Wurtz et al. 2008, Hewitt 2011, Marko-Varga, Vegvari et
al. 2012). Biobanking methodology is now a fast developing research field, and
several networks for organization of biobanks on national and international
level are now being established. These networks will facilitate both cataloging
and availability of samples, and the complex infrastructure needed for
organization and storage of thousands of samples. One such network is the
European collaboration BBMRI (Biobanking and Biomolecular Resources
Research Infrastructure) with branches in several European countries and
encompassing 30 scientific partners and 24 funding organizations (bbmri.eu).
An obstacle in fruitful employment of biobanks is the lack of collaboration
between public sector biobanks and pharmaceutical companies. Concerns of
commercial use of patients samples as well as intellectual property issues has
been pointed out as explanations for this, as well as lack of proper quality assurance in public biobanks (Schrohl, Wurtz et al. 2008, Hewitt 2011, Marko-Varga, Vegvari et al. 2012).

The issue of ethics and data protection is central in all biobanking initiatives. All collection of biospecimens from humans needs to be accompanied by an informed consent from the donor, and the consent must include a specification of the purpose of the collection. This causes a problem for creating large biobanks, where the specific application of each sample will not be known at forehand. For this reason the Swedish Data Inspection Board has stopped the Lifegene project (www.lifegene.se), a large-scale biobanking collaboration between six Swedish universities. This project is now on hold waiting for further legal investigation.

2.4.3 Technological requirements

Protein biomarker discovery requires technologies capable of detecting molecular differences between samples of different disease statuses. In large-scale proteomic approaches, the chosen technology platform will need to be multiplexed, and target many proteins simultaneously, while using minute volumes of sample. In addition, working with complex sample formats as serum, the platform should target a wide range of proteins, ranging from low abundant cytokines to high-abundant complement factors. Also, in order to analyze large sample sets in a reasonable time frame, a high-throughput platform is required.

Initially, proteomic biomarker discovery has been pursued using protein separation techniques, as 2D gels and liquid chromatography, in combination with a mass spectrometry (MS) read-out (Hanash 2003, Hu, Loo et al. 2006). The results from discovery studies have been promising, with hundreds of candidate biomarker and biomarker signatures. Unfortunately, the translation of candidate markers into clinical utility has not been equally successful. Also, biomarker discovery studies of a given disease conducted by different research groups have often resulted in quite different panels of markers (Boschetti, Chung et al. 2012).

The technological explanations for this discrepancy can be several (Kingsmore 2006, Boschetti, Chung et al. 2012). First, the sensitivity of MS-based
techniques is significantly hampered by high-abundant proteins masking low-abundant proteins. To circumvent this, samples can be fractionated, usually through albumin removal. This action will allow targeting of proteins of lower concentration, but at the same time the introduced pre-treatment might influence reproducibility of the platform. A recent advancement, multiplexed reaction monitoring (MRM) has indeed increased the sensitivity of the MS platform, but the read-out is instead focused to a narrow pre-defined mass interval, significantly limiting its utility as a discovery tool. Also, MS-based techniques can be limited by their dependence on database searches, as a potential source of false negatives. Further, certain proteins are more difficult to analyze than others, due to their inability of displaying peptides of sufficient number and quality for MS identification.

Affinity proteomics has arisen as an alternative tool for biomarker discovery, and will be carefully reviewed in chapter 3.
3. Affinity proteomics

The use of affinity probes for protein analysis is well established in biomedical research (Brennan, O'Connor et al. 2010). The intrinsic ability of antibodies to specifically recognize proteins has given them a natural position as the most frequently used affinity probe. Antibodies are a cornerstone in widely used immune assays, like enzyme-linked immunosorbant assay (ELISA) and immunohistochemistry, and now also in the more systematic screenings of the proteome, known as proteomics.

In affinity proteomics, the proteome is explored by utilizing affinity probes targeting each studied protein, and by coupling the probes to a read-out, usually fluorescence or MS (Stoevesandt and Taussig 2007). Recent advancement in affinity proteomics has been facilitated by the development of new technologies in i) miniaturization, e.g. printing robotics and bead assays allowing for multiplexing of assays ii) automation, allowing for high-throughput handling of samples, and iii) recombinant techniques allowing for new strategies of obtaining numerous high-performing binders.

The availability of high-performing binders in a sufficient number will be crucial for large-scale surveys of proteomes, and has so far been a limiting factor for global, untargeted approaches using affinity proteomics. Annotating the entire human proteome will require at least 20 000 unique binders, just to target each non-redundant gene product, and at least 10 times more in order to cover splice products and post translational modifications (PTMs) [ensemble.org, (Clamp, Fry et al. 2007, Stoevesandt and Taussig 2012). For this purpose, several national and international initiatives have been taken on for identification and evaluation of optimal binders. For instance, the Affinomics program, an EU granted collaboration between 20 European research groups, aims at generating large-scale resources of validated affinity reagents (Stoevesandt and Taussig 2012). Binders targeting 1000 proteins will be made over the course of the program, and binders directed against protein kinases, SH2-domain containing
proteins, protein tyrosine phosphatases, and candidate cancer biomarkers are prioritized. Also, the Stockholm-based human proteome resource project aims at raising affinity-purified polyclonal antibodies against all non-redundant human proteins (Uhlen, Oksvold et al. 2010). The project has today gathered more than 17000 antibodies, targeting proteins from more than 14000 human genes (proteinaltas.com).

An alternative strategy for raising affinity reagents targeting entire proteomes has recently been developed by our group (Olsson, Wingren et al. 2011) and others (Hoeppe, Schreiber et al. 2011), in efforts combining affinity proteomics with an MS-based readout. By using antibodies directed against C- or N-terminal short motifs composed of about 4 to 6 amino acids shared among several proteins, instead of single proteins, the number of affinity reagents needed to probe the human proteome can be substantially reduced. In other words, instead of using one antibody per protein, one such motif-specific antibody could target 10 to 200 proteins.

In this chapter I will cover the most commonly used affinity reagents, demands on the chosen reagents, and different applications for affinity reagents.

### 3.1 Choice of affinity probes

Traditionally, full-length immunoglobulins (Igs) obtained from either immunization of animals (polyclonal antibodies, pAb) or hybridoma technology (monoclonal antibodies, mAb), have been used as affinity reagent and are still the primary choice in assays where an intact constant region is required e.g. for detection. However, the use of full-length antibodies has raised concerns regarding specificity and functionality in certain assays, why other probe formats also needs to be considered.

Advancement in recombinant technology in the last decades has allowed for the development of a wide range of alternative binders, where the protein scaffold often is based on antibodies or other natural molecules. The fragment antigen-binding (Fab) and single chain Fragment variable (scFv) are fragments derived from Igs variable region, retaining the specific binding ability of the Ig, while significantly smaller and more simple in structure. Fabs consist of one constant
and one variable domain from each of the heavy and light chain of the antibody, while the scFv consist of only the variable domains of the heavy (VH) and light (VL) chain of the Ig, linked by a recombinant polypeptide linker allowing for expression of both domains as one single chain. Scaffolds based on entities other than Ig include i) alpha-helical receptor domains derived from staphylococcal protein A, where diversity was introduced through randomizing of 13 solvent-accessible surface residues (Affibodies, 6 kDa) (Nord, Gunneriusson et al. 1997), ii) repeat proteins derived from ankyrin adaptor proteins, usually composed of 4-5 repeat motifs (DARPins, 14-18 kDa) (Binz, Stumpp et al. 2003), and iii) single- or double-stranded oligonucleotides, which fold upon associating with their ligands (aptamers, ~10-20 kDa) (Ellington and Szostak 1990, Tuerk and Gold 1990). Despite promising results and the advancement among alternative scaffolds, binders based on Igs are still most commonly used in affinity based assays.

All of the above described novel recombinant binders are of substantially smaller size than full-length Igs (~6-30 kDa versus 150 kDa for IgG), and their function is independent of complex structures, such as the glycosylation of the Ig constant region. These factors together allow for in vitro production of recombinant fragments, as well as display of fragments in various display systems as bacteriophages, ribosome- and yeast-display. This, in turn, enables the design and construction of combinatorial libraries constituting of vast members of binders (Barbas, Bain et al. 1992, Hoogenboom and Winter 1992), from which desired specificities can be selected. These libraries provide a renewable probe source for virtually any binder, even including toxins and self-antigens (Griffiths, Malmqvist et al. 1993, Kasman, Lukowiak et al. 1998).

The primary requirement of all binding probes is the specific identification and high affinity binding of the intended target protein. The term specificity, in this context, describes the ability of the probe to single out target proteins in a complex sample, while a probe’s affinity describes the strength of binding to its target. However, for practical reasons, the probes also need to be easily accessible and renewable, and meet different demands of the assay, including detection system and physical properties (e.g. stability).
3.1.1 Probe specificity

All immune assays are dependent on access to binders with high specificity and affinity. Unfortunately, many commercially available antibodies have not lived up to this requirement, and also suffer from insufficient characterization and/or documentation (Stoevesandt and Taussig 2007, Brennan, O'Connor et al. 2010). Also, probes that are specific in one assay might cross-react or not recognize its target in another. For instance, antibodies specifically targeting the epitope of a native protein (e.g. in ELISA) could fail to recognize its denatured counterpart (e.g. in western blots). In addition, analysis of more complex samples, such as serum/plasma also place higher demands on probe specificity, and targeting low-abundant analytes as cytokines calls for binders of high affinity. Consequently, there is a need for well-characterized high-performing binders, developed with intended assay in mind (Stoevesandt and Taussig 2007, Brennan, O'Connor et al. 2010, Stoevesandt and Taussig 2012).

To ensure sufficient specificity, the affinity probes can be evaluated using spiking and blocking experiments as well as capture assays in combination with MS-based detection. High-throughput validation of antibodies can preferably be performed using microarray-based screening, using protein and peptide arrays (Lueking, Horn et al. 1999, Poetz, Ostendorp et al. 2005).

For affinity reagents obtained through library panning, the selection pressure and screening strategies will influence the properties of obtained binders, and stringent protocols will result in binders of high specificity and affinity (Hoogenboom and Winter 1992). Another advantage of working with recombinant reagents is that the obtained binders can be further engineered for increased specificity and affinity, using site-directed and/or evolutionary approaches (von Schantz, Gullfot et al. 2009). Still, before introduction into its intended application the selected binders always need to be carefully characterized with regard to specificity and functionality.

3.1.2 Physical demands on probes

Each technology poses its specific physical demands on the reagents used. Probes used in in vivo application require sufficient half-lives to reach its target, and reagents used in in vitro assays need to be compatible with buffers used. Affinity probes used on planar microarrays are subjected to particularly harsh
treatment, as they are dispensed onto a solid support and then allowed to dry out. Many scaffolds/probe formats cannot sustain such treatment but would denature and lose its binding properties. In fact, early microarray studies showed that more than 90% of evaluated probes (mainly mAbs and pAbs) did not retain its binding properties when dispensed on-chip (Haab, Dunham et al. 2001, MacBeath 2002, Mitchell 2002), which would demand huge laborious efforts and resources in order to identify binders suitable for on-chip applications. One solution to this problem is to work with binders that all share a common framework (FW), known to be stable on-chip (Borrebaeck and Ohlin 2002). Another advantage of using a common master FW is the compatibility with assay buffers: In multiplex affinity assays, all binding events will take place in a single reaction chamber. This means that all antibody-antigen pairs will be subjected to the same assay conditions, e.g. choice of buffer, temperature, incubation time etc. Using affinity reagents with a common FW increases the likelihood of finding assay conditions that suits all included reagents. Similar to the protein engineering for improved specificity and affinity, recombinant affinity probes can be engineered on molecular level for improvement of physical properties e.g. increased stability (Worn and Pluckthun 2001), which has been explored in paper II and further discussed in chapter 4.

3.2 Assay formats

Traditional techniques utilizing the unique properties of affinity reagents include ELISA, western blots, immunohistochemistry, and immunoprecipitation. ELISA is still regarded as the gold standard, and has had recent improvement in sensitivity due to novel detection systems, often utilizing DNA based amplification, including PCR and rolling circle amplification (RCA). However, simultaneous analysis of multiple proteins in the ELISA format would be laborious and consume sample volumes far beyond what is usually available. Emerging assays for multiplexed protein analysis using affinity reagents include printed planar arrays, suspension bead assays and affinity assays coupled to MS (Anderson, Anderson et al. 2004, Kingsmore 2006, Schwenk and Nilsson 2011). I will here focus on planar arrays.
Advantages of scaling down the assay from macro format (e.g. ELISA) to micro format (arrays) include i) minute volumes of sample and reagent required (µL scale) and consequently lower cost of assays, ii) reduced reaction times due to short diffusion distances and, iii) improved signal-to-noise ratios as a result of miniaturized immunoassays following the ambient analyte theory, as described by Ekins. (Ekins 1998). Promising proof-of-principle studies in late 1990’ by Snyder’s (Zhu, Klemic et al. 2000) and Schreiber’s groups (MacBeath and Schreiber 2000), printing arrays consisting of minute volumes of proteins, has paved the way for a variety of applications of the array format. Planar arrays are printed onto a solid support, traditionally a microscope slide, where the printed material is in pL-scale and can be either antibodies (antibody arrays), protein/peptides (antigen arrays) or the sample to be analyzed (reverse phase microarrays).

Antibody arrays are generally either dual-antibody sandwich arrays or single-capture, direct labeled arrays (Kingsmore 2006, Liu, Zhang et al. 2006, Schroder, Jacob et al. 2010). In sandwich assays, one capture antibody is printed and the bound proteins are detected using a second antibody targeting a different epitope of the protein analyte. Benefits of this approach include the inherent high specificity of using two antibodies and no need to label the sample. On the other hand, scaling up assays might prove difficult due to cross-reactivity that has been observed in arrays with more than 30 pairs, as well as the logistics of obtaining functional antibody sandwich pairs for all proteins of interest (Miller, Zhou et al. 2003). However, the sandwich array format is well-suited for low-plex assays, e.g. targeted cytokine arrays. The single-capture approach, where antibodies are printed and the proteins in the sample are labeled with e.g. a fluorescent tag, is particularly suited for large-scale studies and has been explored by our group and will be further discussed in chapter 4.

In antigen arrays, a wide range of proteins or peptides are printed, the array is probed with a sample and bound protein/antibodies are detected using a labeled affinity reagent. This approach has been utilized for detection of auto-antibody response to tumors or in auto-immune conditions, for instance by printing tumor associated antigens e.g. aberrant glycosylation patterns in different tumor associated proteins (Pedersen, Blixt et al. 2011). Other groups have studied IgE-response by large allergen arrays (Deinhofer, Sevcik et al. 2004). This format has also been explored by a number of commercial vendors
including ProtoArray® (Invitrogen.com) today printing >9000 protein per array and PEPperCHIP® (pepperprint.com) printing up to 8600 peptides per array.

Reverse-phase protein microarrays (RPPM) have evolved as a tool for pathway analysis (Pawlak, Schick et al. 2002, Spurrier, Ramalingam et al. 2008). Discrete volumes of tissue lysates or body-fluids are printed, and the arrays are then probed with detection antibodies, often targeting phosphorylation or other PTMs. Using RPPM denatured protein lysates can be analyzed, while using up to 10000 times less sample per analysis than western blots do. Another advantage of using the reverse approach is that the affinity reagents are kept in solution, and not subjected to harsh printing conditions. Comparing the throughput of antibody arrays versus reverse arrays, the antibody array format is more convenient for multiplexing (simultaneous analysis of many proteins), while the reverse format is more efficient for high sample throughput (Stoevesandt and Taussig 2012).

With the long-term goal of targeting the entire human proteome, the chosen analysis platform needs to be capable of substantial up-scaling towards untargeted, global proteome analysis, while still remaining sensitive, and capable of high-throughput analysis. Encompassing all these features, the single-capture, direct labeling antibody array platform has been the assay of choice in our group and will be further discussed in chapter 4.
4. Design and optimization of antibody microarrays

In the last decade, our group has developed a platform for affinity proteomics, based on recombinant scFvs (Ingvarsson, Larsson et al. 2007, Wingren, Ingvarsson et al. 2007). With the long-term goal of targeting the entire proteome, the assay format we have chosen is single-capture, direct labeling antibody microarrays. Briefly, scFvs are printed onto a solid support and allowed to dry out before the surface around the spots is blocked in order to prevent unspecific background binding. The clinical sample is labeled through biotinylation and then added to the array where labeled proteins are allowed to bind to their corresponding scFvs. After a second incubation with fluorescently labeled streptavidin, bound proteins are detected using a confocal scanner. Finally, by comparing protein binding patterns between different samples, differentially expressed protein profiles can be detected, and in the long run potentially be used as biomarkers signatures (Figure 2).

In this chapter, I will describe some of the key features we have addressed in the optimization process, including probe format (paper I), sample format (paper II), as well as more specific assay parameters, such as choice of substrate, printing, and detection.

4.1 Antibody fragments as affinity probes

The feasibility of using antibody fragments as affinity probes on microarrays has been demonstrated in several studies by our group (Borrebaeck and Wingren 2011) and others, (Pavlickova, Schneider et al. 2004, Seurynk-Servoss, Baird et al. 2008) where scFvs and Fabs have shown excellent on-chip performance, including functionality, sensitivity and specificity (Seurynk-Servoss, Baird et al. 2008, Borrebaeck and Wingren 2011). Large combinatorial
Figure 2. Schematic overview of a recombinant antibody microarray platform.
libraries can provide binders of virtually any specificity (Barbas, Bain et al. 1992, Hoogenboom and Winter 1992), and once the binders have been selected, they are renewable and easily accessible (Borrebaeck and Wingren 2011).

Recombinant antibody fragments can be selected from libraries constructed around a single FW (Barbas, Bain et al. 1992, Soderlind, Strandberg et al. 2000, Lee, Liang et al. 2004) or multiple different FWs (Hanes, Schaffitzel et al. 2000, Knappik, Ge et al. 2000). Using libraries of multiple FWs allows for increased variability and potentially improved specificity and affinity among selected clones, since certain FW residues potentially participate in antigen binding (Carter, Presta et al. 1992, Lee, Liang et al. 2004). On the other hand, libraries constructed around a single FW instead offer more homogenous biophysical properties among the selected clones, and the possibility of engineering the common FW for the intended application (Lee, Liang et al. 2004, Borrebaeck and Wingren 2011). The antibody fragments predominantly used in our platform are scFvs selected from a phage-display library (n-CoDeR) constructed around a single, constant FW (VH3-23/VL1-47), where this master FW was chosen based on its excellent expression as soluble protein in bacteria and display in phage-based systems (Soderlind, Strandberg et al. 2000). The library is highly diverse, and the diversity was introduced by shuffling naturally occurring human complementary determining regions (CDRs) and grafting them to the constant FW, resulting in a library composed of $2 \times 10^9$ members (Jirholt, Ohlin et al. 1998, Soderlind, Strandberg et al. 2000).

4.1.1 Stability of single-chain Fragment variables (scFvs)

The on-chip functionality of arrayed probes is essential for well-performing antibody arrays. The physical properties of antibody fragments have been evaluated in several studies, primarily addressing structural stability in solution (Kipriyanov, Moldenhauer et al. 1997, Worn and Pluckthun 2001, Ewert, Honegger et al. 2004). The structural stability has proven critical for improved shelf-life (in solution) and in-vivo applications (Willuda, Honegger et al. 1999), and is usually characterized in terms of half-life (time required for a 50% loss in protein activity) and melting temperature (the temperature at which a certain protein denatures, Tm). The functional on-chip stability of affinity probes do not always correlate with stability in solution and needs to be assessed separately (Steinhauer, Wingren et al. 2002). ScFvs selected from the n-CoDeR library have shown superior on-chip performance, as compared to competing FW
Design of even more stable and homogenous scFvs could also enable long-time storage on-chip, which would facilitate assay logistics. The on-chip stability can be targeted by i) addressing the surface chemistries and immobilizing of scFvs via e.g. affinity coupling (Seurynck-Servoss, Baird et al. 2008), ii) using surfaces as well as coating and blocking buffers with stabilizing properties (Kopf, Shnitzer et al. 2005, Kopf and Zharhary 2007), or iii) targeting the affinity molecules themselves, using protein-engineering, and screening for improved stability on-chip. In paper II, I have used the third approach, and I will focus the remaining discussion in this section on stability engineering of scFvs.

The stability of scFvs is a function of the intrinsic stability of each domain (VH and VL), and the stability conferred by the interactions (interface) between the two domains (Jager and Pluckthun 1999, Worn and Pluckthun 1999). Each individual domain has the characteristic immunoglobulin fold (Bork, Holm et al. 1994), with two tightly packed antiparallel β-sheets and 3 protruding loops forming the antigen-binding site together with 3 loops from the other domain (3 loops from VH and 3 loops from VL). The sheets are held together by hydrophobic side chains, closely packed in the core of each domain, and by a conserved disulfide bridge. Formation of rigid loops and hydrogen bonds also help in stabilizing the domain structure. The stability of the interface is influenced by the size of the surface area and favorable interactions between the two domains, again including hydrophobic side chains from each domain (Worn and Pluckthun 1999). The choice of FW domains and their compatibility is therefore crucial, and this has been investigated in detail by Pluckthun and co-workers, where different combinations of domains were evaluated in terms of stability (Worn and Pluckthun 1999) in solution. In their study, the domains were first evaluated individually, and then in different combinations. The results showed that an individual stable domain could rescue a less stable counterpart,
and also that two less stable domains could be rescued by a favorable interface. Notably, VH3-23/VL1-47 was found to be one of the most stable combinations of FW domains, and has also been the FW used in the on-chip applications described in papers I, III and IV.

Approaches for stability engineering of scFvs include both evolutionary and rational design experiments. Evolutionary design involves introducing random mutations to the FW and, by using a suitable selection pressure, more stable mutants can be selected using phage display or other panning systems. Selection pressures commonly used include elevated temperature and chemical denaturation, where temperature stress has yielded more stable mutants (Jung, Honegger et al. 1999). In a rational design approach, key residues are identified based on structural analysis or alignment studies, and then targeted using site-directed mutagenesis. Several key residues, crucial for high stability, have been identified through alignment of amino-acid sequences between scFv clones of different stability (Saul and Poljak 1993, Krauss, Arndt et al. 2004, Rodriguez-Rodriguez, Ledeza-Candanoza et al. 2012). Position 6 in the heavy domain (H6) of scFv has attracted much attention, indicating strong influence on the overall stability of the scFv (Kipriyanov, Moldenhauer et al. 1997, Honegger and Pluckthun 2001, Jung, Spinelli et al. 2001) (Figure 3). The H6 position in human scFvs can only accept Glutamatic acid (E) or Glutamine (Q) (Honegger and Pluckthun 2001). Q in H6 position confers a more stable scFv, and is the only tolerable amino acid for scFvs lacking the intrinsic di-sulfide bridge e.g. due to expression under reducing conditions. ScFvs carrying a di-sulfide bridge can tolerate E in H6, while resulting in a less stable scFv than with a Q (Langedijk, Honegger et al. 1998). ScFvs selected from n-CoDeR carry an E in H6, possibly leaving room for stability improvement.

Our group has adopted both an evolutionary and a rational design approach for stabilization of scFvs selected from n-CoDeR (Vall kil et al., unpublished observations and paper II). First, a randomized phage display library was constructed around a single n-CoDeR clone (α-FITC), through random mutations directed to the FW of the scFv (Vall kil et al.). The library was panned with heat (45-55°C) as selection pressure, and one dominant mutant clone was identified as substantially more stable, on phage-level, than wild-type (WT). Sequencing analysis revealed a single mutation in the light chain FW between CDR-L2 and CDR-L3, where a serine in a loop position had been replaced by a more rigid proline (S96P) (Figure 3). The importance of prolines in loop
positions for stabilization of protein structure has previously been shown by others (Watanabe, Masuda et al. 1994, Tian, Wang et al. 2010). The mutant carrying the S96P mutation and WT α-FITC were then also produced as soluble proteins, and the stabilizing effect could be verified in solution using circular dichroism, as described in paper II.

Next, in order to investigate if the stabilizing effect of the S96P mutation was a clone-dependent phenomenon or generally applicable to other n-CoDeR clones, the mutation was introduced into three other clones directed against antigens of varying size (α-CT, α-βGal and α-C1q) (paper II). The type and size of the antigen determines the composition and shape of the antigen binding site (Webster, Henry et al. 1994) made up of the CDR-regions, which in turn might influence the biophysical properties of the scFv, such as their overall stability. Also, in a parallel rational design experiment, the above described H6 position was targeted and mutation E6Q was introduced into two n-CoDeR clones (α-CT and α-C1q) through site-directed mutagenesis. In addition, double mutants, carrying both S96P and E6Q were constructed. Circular dichroism measurements displayed a 1-3°C increase in Tm for the single mutations and additive effects for double mutants. The results showed that the two mutations, S96P and E6Q, indeed conferred increased stability in solution for all scFv clones included in the study, indicating that the stabilizing effects were not clone-dependent, but instead general for scFvs selected from the n-CoDeR library.

The on-chip performance of WT and mutated clones was assessed by printing un-stressed clones for a standard array-based analysis. The resulted showed that all mutants were active on-chip and that the activity was equal (or improved) to
their corresponding WT. Further, in order to assess the functional on-chip stability, arrayed mutants and WT were screened using elevated temperature (70°C), and incubation in an denaturing agent (guanidine hydrochloride, GdmCl) (paper II). The use of elevated temperature as screening pressure has provided similar results as long-time storage in room temperature, and enables the conducting of stability studies in a reasonable time frame. Briefly, mutants and WT of all four clones were printed onto slides and then incubated dry in a 70°C incubator for 6-38 days, or in a serial dilution of GdmCl in room temperature. Incubated slides were analyzed according to standard protocol with pure antigens, and obtained array signals of mutants and WT were compared. The results displayed similar, slightly improved, or even slightly impaired on-chip stability for mutants as compared to WT, indicating that the E6Q and S96P mutants were functional on-chip, and that their stabilizing/destabilizing effects rather appeared to be clone dependent.

In more detail, the clone with lowest initial stability (α-CT: T_m=59°C), was found to be the one that benefited the most from the stabilizing mutations (on-chip stability). This indicated that the mutations could potentially reduce clone-dependent differences in stability, by making the clones more similar. Also, the two clones (α-βGal and α-C1q) which did not benefit or appeared to be slightly impaired by mutations in the on-chip temperature stress experiments (70°C), were the ones that had the highest initial T_m (75°C (α-C1q) and 69°C (α-βGal)). Therefore, the on-chip temperature stress probably did not affect the α-C1q and α-βGal molecules as much as it affected scFvs of lower initial T_m. In order to identify binders with pronounced increased on-chip activity, the initial selection of mutants should preferably be performed on-chip. An appealing approach is panning of a library of proteins produced by large-scale compatible approaches, such as on-chip protein production through self-assembly (e.g. NAPPA or PISA (He and Taussig 2001, Ramachandran, Hainsworth et al. 2004)), see section 4.3.2.

In silico homology modeling of mutants and WT revealed a number of structural alterations, which might explain stabilizing behavior of the mutations. The E6Q mutation conferred a more densely packed hydrophobic core by introducing a longer hydrophilic side-chain pointing towards the center of the domain, participating in a hydrogen binding network. The effect of the S96P mutation was most pronounced in the α-FITC clone, where the mutant structure displayed a larger interface area as well as more hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions.
4.2 Sample formats

Virtually any solubilized sample format, constituting of proteins with exposed and accessible epitopes, can be analyzed on antibody microarrays, but each format will need an individually optimized protocol. We have, in a step-by-step procedure, optimized protocols for analyzing most of the available clinical sample formats, including serum, plasma, tissue extract (freshly frozen as well as FFPE), cell lysates and intact cells (Ellmark, Ingvarsson et al. 2006, Ingvarsson, Larsson et al. 2007, Wingren, Ingvarsson et al. 2007, Dexlin, Ingvarsson et al. 2008, Dexlin-Mellby, Sandstrom et al. 2011). Recently, urine has been added to the list, and optimization of the urine protocol is described in paper I. In general, we have aimed at analyzing crude samples, with minimal pre-treatment, in order to minimize any factors influencing the reproducibility and sensitivity of the platform. Also, the consumed sample volume has been kept to a minimum through the miniaturized set-up and stringently optimized protocols.

4.2.1 Optimization of protocols for serum, plasma, tissue and cell culture profiling

Serum and plasma are well-established as sample formats in biomarker discovery (Anderson and Anderson 2002), and also the formats our antibody array platform was originally designed for (Ingvarsson, Larsson et al. 2007). Blood comprises a very complex mixture of proteins, with protein concentrations ranging over 10 orders of magnitude from low-abundant cytokines (pg/ml) to high-abundant complement proteins and albumin (30-50 mg/ml). This complexity and wide span of protein concentration poses high demands on any techniques used with respect to specificity, dynamic range, resolution and reproducibility of the assay. Also, complex samples can be associated with high unspecific background binding, reducing the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and thereby the sensitivity of the platform. In early applications of our platform, the analysis was either focused on high-abundant proteins (Ingvarsson, Larsson et al. 2007) or enabled by pre-fractionation based on size (Ingvarsson, Lindstedt et al. 2006). Since then, careful optimization of the protocol, with regard to choice of surface, sample handling, blocking and washing solutions, now allow for simultaneous detection of high as well as low abundant protein in a single analysis of a crude, non-fractionated sample, while still providing low non-specific background binding and high S/N (Wingren,
The optimized, sensitive assay now allow us to dilute serum and plasma samples 90-450 fold in PBS (45 fold dilution before labeling) and sample buffer (2-10 fold dilution after labeling), and thereby only using minute sample volumes, less than 1 µL for each analysis. Serum and plasma are analyzed with identical protocols, with one exception: in order to prevent coagulation of plasma samples, the anti-coagulant used in the original sampling tubes (e.g. EDTA) is added to all buffers throughout the protocol. These optimized protocols for serum and plasma analysis have been applied in paper III and IV, where they also are described in detail.

Protein extracts from tissue specimen have successfully been analyzed on antibody microarrays (Bartling, Hofmann et al. 2005, Ellmark, Ingvarsson et al. 2006). Analysis of water-soluble cytosolic proteins can be achieved through careful extraction protocols, partially denaturing the cell membrane while sparing proteins and the nuclear membrane, and has been pursued by our group (Ellmark, Ingvarsson et al. 2006, Dexlin-Mellby, Sandstrom et al. 2011) and others (Hudelist, Pacher-Zavisin et al. 2004, Bartling, Hofmann et al. 2005). A greater challenge lies in also targeting the hydrophobic and usually low-abundant membrane proteins, playing a vital role as cell-surface receptors and commonly targeted by therapeutics. Using a two-step fractionation protocol, Dexlin-Mellby et al. (Dexlin-Mellby, Sandstrom et al. 2011) managed to extract both soluble and membrane proteins from a single sample, and then to analyze them on a single microarray. Membrane proteins can also be targeted while still buried in the cell-membrane of the intact cell. This approach has been applied to both native blood cells purified from buffy coats and to various suspension cell cultures (Belov, Mulligan et al. 2006, Dexlin, Ingvarsson et al. 2008).

4.2.2 Optimization of protocol for urine profiling

Urine displays a number of inherent differences as compared to serum and plasma that could influence the microarray analysis. The total protein concentration of urine samples is in general 10-1000 times lower than serum and plasma (Decramer, Gonzalez de Peredo et al. 2008). This fact, together with the more pronounced inter-sample variation in pH and salt content (osmolality) of urine, could influence the labeling reaction, where all proteins in
the samples are tagged with a fluorescent dye, or other tags. The total protein concentration of a sample and its relation to the amount of labeling-tag added, require careful optimization in order to avoid epitope masking, which would inhibit antigen-antibody interaction and result in false-negative signals (Wingren, Ingvarsson et al. 2007). Further, the salt content and pH will also influence the efficiency of the labeling reaction, and fluctuation in pH could potentially introduce bias in the degree of labeling, why an initial standardization of pH is required.

In addition, the concentration of individual protein analytes is generally lower in urine than in plasma, placing higher demands on sensitivity of the analysis platform. This has forced other groups to substantial pretreatment of the urine samples before proteomic analysis (Thongboonkerd 2007, Voss, Goo et al. 2011). For urinary profiling using MS-based techniques, sample preparation methods for concentrating or isolating of proteins include precipitation with organic solvents, centrifugal filtration and lyophilization (Thongboonkerd 2007). These efforts will indeed increase the analyte concentration, but have also been associated with biased loss of certain proteins and reduced reproducibility of the analysis platform. In addition, removal of high-abundant proteins, predominantly albumin, has been applied in order to target low-abundant proteins (Thongboonkerd and Malasit 2005). However, concerns have been raised regarding loss of important biological information, including oxidation status of plasma albumin, as well as simultaneous removal of other proteins complex bound with albumin. Urinary proteomics have so far only been addressed in a few studies using antibody microarrays (Liu, Zhang et al. 2006, Schroder, Jacob et al. 2010). Low-plex sandwich assays have been applied for cytokine profiling (Liu, Zhang et al. 2006), only using a centrifugation for removal of cell and debris as sample preparation. Exemplifying a more extensive array set-up, Hoheisel and co-worker printed 810 polyclonal antibodies for analysis of proteins in directly labeled urine samples. This effort, however, included substantial sample pretreatment including desalting and lyophilization of urine samples before analysis (Schroder, Jacob et al. 2010). For large-scale urinary proteomics, the analysis platform will have to be i) capable of substantial up-scaling ii) based on renewable probe format and iii) sensitive enough to analyze crude urine without harsh pre-treatment. Meeting all these criteria, our single-capture antibody array platform, based on recombinant scFvs, can preferably be used for urinary protein profiling.
In paper I, I describe the optimization process of adjusting our antibody microarray platform for urine analysis. First, the pH of all included samples was standardized, in order to avoid pH bias in the labeling reaction. To this end, all urine samples were dialyzed against PBS (pH = 7.4) a gentle standardization method, keeping the proteins under physiological conditions. Of note, samples were dialyzed against an excessive amount of PBS, and in a manner keeping the sample volume constant. Next, due to the significantly lower total protein concentration than serum/plasma, the dialyzed samples were labeled un-diluted (45-fold dilution in serum/plasma protocol), and the degree of labeling was optimized in order to achieve strong signals while still avoiding epitope masking. For urine samples with a total protein concentration of 2 mg/ml, a NHS-biotin (labeling tag) concentration of 0.6 mM provided highest S/N. We initially adopted the serum protocol and labeled all samples with one fixed amount of biotin, however, during the course of the evaluation process we have concluded that an adjusted amount of biotin should be used. In order to achieve representative labeling of different urine samples of varying protein concentration, the amount of NHS-biotin should preferably be adjusted to the total protein concentration of each sample. Further, in accordance with the serum/plasma protocol, the choice of assay buffer showed crucial for obtaining minimal background while high S/N. A combination of milk and tween in PBS (0.5% (w/v) milk and 0.5% (v/v) Tween in PBS) was the preferred choice, similar to the serum protocol (1% (w/v) milk and 1% (v/v) Tween in PBS). In contrast to the serum protocol, the amount of added buffers in the optimized urine protocol was kept to a minimum in order to maintain high specific signals, why labeled samples only were diluted 1.3 times in sample buffer, instead of 10 times in serum protocol.

Urinary proteins are a mixture of intact proteins and fragments thereof, as a result of degradation during renal passage (Osicka, Panagiotopoulos et al. 1997). The amount of fragments has previously been underestimated, due to inability of various methods to detect degraded epitopes (Greive, Balazs et al. 2001). In addition, the molecular weight cut-off of the kidney increases substantially in renal disease, secreting larger proteins than the healthy kidney (DeCrmer, Gonzalez de Peredo et al. 2008). These two factors result in detection of urinary proteins far larger than the cut-off of a healthy kidney (30-40 kDa), both in our assay and others. For instance, we have detected high levels of complement protein C1q in urine from foremost patients with renal damage. This large four-domain protein (460 kDa) was not expected to be found in urine. We have not
elucidated to what extent this is due to degradation or increased filtration, but we can at least propose that our α-C1q scFv target an epitope that is not degraded in the renal passage.

Taken together, we have now added urine to the list of samples that can be analyzed on our microarray platform, and we can now target all of the most commonly used clinical sample formats. This will not only allow us to perform profiling of urine for identification of renal and systemic biomarkers, but also to perform studies where several sample formats are targeted, and where we can compare the impact and utility of different sample formats. This is exemplified in paper III where I have analyzed serum and urine samples from SLE patients for identification of novel biomarkers. The result in this study showed complementary results from serum and urine, thus motivating the analysis of both sample formats that combined will enable us to gain a deeper understanding of the disease status.

4.3 Assay

The design of a high-performing antibody microarray assay involves several key features ranging from choice of surface (substrate), method for dispensing reagents to the array, and detection system, to optimized protocols for blocking and washing of the array. Further, the array lay-out is dependent on availability of probes, printing logistics, and foremost the intended application of the array: condensed low-plex arrays can be used in e.g. targeted pathway analysis point-of-care application, while large high-density arrays are used in biomarker discovery studies.

Planar arrays are predominantly printed on microscope slides, while several efforts using 96 well plates or other well/vial formats have been pursued (Urbanowska, Mangialaio et al. 2006). Choice of format (well-based or slides) is usually based on demands on i) array size, ranging from low-plex arrays easily fit in well-based format to multiplex arrays with thousands of features, demanding a substantial portion of a microscope slide, ii) sample/reagent consumption, where valuable sample of expensive reagent motivates down-scaling of array size, or iii) practical limitations such as compatibility with scanners and other detection systems.
In the following sections I will discuss three key features in design of a protein microarray assay: substrate, printing, and detection.

4.3.1 Substrate

An ideal surface for antibody array analysis provides low background, high S/N, and homogeneous spot morphology (Kopf and Zharhary 2007, Sanchez-Carbayo 2011, Sauer 2011). This requires a surface with high binding capacity and bio-compatibility with arrayed probes, while low auto-fluorescence and non-specific background binding.

A plethora of slides of different material (glass, polymer and nitrocellulose), surface structure (2D or 3D for entrapment) and immobilization strategies (adsorption, covalent or affinity binding) are available and have been evaluated (Angenendt, Glokler et al. 2003, Pavlickova, Schneider et al. 2004, Seurynck-Servoss, Baird et al. 2008), (Sandström et al. unpublished observations). For analysis of complex biological samples (e.g. serum, urine, tissue) two slides of quite different properties have, in investigations by our group, shown to be superior with regard to S/N and background binding (Wingren, Ingvarsson et al. 2007), (Sandström et al. unpublished observations): First, Nexterion H slides with a 3D hydrogel surface and covalent coupling of printed protein and second, black polymer Maxisorp slides with a planar black polymer (coating proprietary) where proteins are adsorbed to the surface. Out of these, the Maxisorp slides have demonstrated a wider dynamic range, which is vital for analysis of plasma and other biological samples, and has therefore been the choice of surface in the majority of clinical studies in our group (Carlsson, Persson et al. 2010, Carlsson, Wuttge et al. 2011, Sandstrom, Andersson et al. 2012). I have applied the Maxisorp slide in the serum and plasma protocols used in papers III and IV, and in the optimization of urine analysis (paper I). The Maxisorp slide again demonstrated low background, high S/N and good spot morphology also for urinary proteins.

4.3.2 Printing

A key enabling factor for the production of high-density microarrays is high-precision printing robotics (Austin and Holway 2011, McWilliam, Chong Kwan et al. 2011). Depositing minute amounts of affinity reagents onto a solid support, with extreme precision in drop volume and spatial position, poses high
demands on the instrumentation used. High spot-to-spot reproducibility is required for quantification and comparisons between samples, and even minimal divergence in spatial position would prevent identification of individual spots. Printing robotics for microarrays employ contact or non-contact techniques (Austin and Holway 2011, McWilliam, Chong Kwan et al. 2011). Contact printers transfer minute volumes of affinity reagent to the substrate using solid steel pins, while non-contact printers dispense droplets of affinity reagent from glass capillaries. Contact printers are found to be faster and usually of low maintenance, while non-contact printers have fewer problems with carryover, and damage to vulnerable surfaces and a more controlled dispensing procedure, why non-contact printing has been the method of choice in our set-up (papers I-IV).

Alternative printing approaches include self-addressing (Wacker, Schroder et al. 2004) and self-assembly arrays (He and Taussig 2001, Ramachandran, Hainsworth et al. 2004, He, Stoevesandt et al. 2008). Both these approaches involve printing DNA instead of proteins, simplifying both printing and storage of arrays. In self-addressing arrays, each probe is tagged with an oligonucleotide and a complementary strand is printed on the array. The affinity probes can be added in bulk to the array, reducing logistics of purification, and will find and bind to its designated spot through DNA hybridization. In self-assembly arrays, DNA strands coding for the affinity probe is printed and the protein is produced on-chip using a cell-free expression system.

4.3.3 Detection

In single-capture antibody arrays, the bound proteins are identified by their position in the array, and the amount of bound protein is assessed by quantifying the signal from the applied labeling tag.

A majority of antibody arrays use fluorescence scanning as a read-out system (Angenendt 2005). Analyte proteins can be either directly labeled i.e. tagged with a fluorophore, or indirectly labeled e.g. via the biotin-avidin system. Fluorophores are small organic molecules, minimally affecting the antibody-protein interaction and common coupling chemistries include NHS (sulfo-groups targeting primary amines, i.e. side chain of lysine and N-terminal of protein) and ULS (platinum targeting sulfur and nitrogen containing side chains of methionine, cysteine and histidine). Commonly used fluorophores are Cy-
dyes and AlexaFlour dyes, where the Cy-dyes are the brighter of the two, but the AlexaFlours have shown to more resistant to quenching after multiple scans (Ballard, Peeva et al. 2007).

By using biotinylation of protein analytes and a second incubation with fluorescently labelled streptavidin, we have detected higher S/N than with direct labeling of proteins (Wingren, Ingvarsson et al. 2007). The unspecific background signals were substantially decreased in the biotin set-up, and at the same time, the specific spot signals were increased. This amplification of signal is probably explained by the fact that each biotin-group on the labeled protein allow for binding of a streptavidin-molecule that can carry multiple fluorophores. Biotinylation of serum and plasma proteins has been applied in papers III and IV, and in the optimized urine protocol (paper I) biotinylation was again demonstrated as a convenient labeling system resulting in high S/N arrays.

Further amplification of protein microarrays signals can be achieved using rolling circle amplification (RCA) (Lizardi, Huang et al. 1998, Schweitzer, Roberts et al. 2002) or tyramide signal amplification (TSA) (Chao, DeBiasio et al. 1996, Meany, Hackler et al. 2011). In RCA the signal is amplified through elongation of a primer conjugated to the detection reagent (e.g. antibodies or streptavidin), using a circular complementary DNA molecule. TSA is a horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-mediated signal amplification, in which tyramide molecules form radicals and bind tyrosines in the absolute proximity of the HRP conjugate. In an effort to design ultra-high sensitive arrays, TSA has been applied to serum and urine protocols using our antibody microarrays. The results did indeed show amplified specific spot signals, but also increased unspecific background signals. The largest benefit of using TSA on our arrays was a 10-fold reduction in required sample volume, paving the way for analysis of scarce and valuable samples. (Nordstrom et al. unpublished observations)

4.4 Data processing

The processing of data from scanned microarray images to candidate biomarker signature involves key steps of quantification of array signals, normalization of array data and statistical analysis. There are no clear guide lines for management
of protein array data, in contrast to DNA arrays (Perlee, Christiansen et al. 2004). The data processing strategy applied in clinical studies in paper III and IV has been developed within our group (Carlsson, Wingren et al. 2008, Carlsson, Wingren et al. 2011).

First, signal intensities from each spot are quantified, using a fixed spot diameter for all spots, and in this process it becomes evident that homogenous spot morphology is crucial for reliable quantification of data. Also, local background effects can substantially affect specific spot signals. To circumvent this, we have included 8 replicates of each antibody spot. After quantification of signals, the two spots with highest and the two spots with lowest signal intensities have automatically been identified and removed. A mean from the remaining four spots has been regarded as representative and used in further data analysis.

Next, array raw data is normalized in order to compensate for variation in sample handling e.g. labeling, or day-to-day differences. A semi-global normalization approach has been applied in the clinical applications in this thesis (paper III and IV). In this normalization approach, the fifteen percent of the analytes in a data set that display the lowest coefficient of variation are identified, and their signal intensities are used to calculate a normalization factor that is applied to all samples in the data set. The normalized data is then applied in different statistical analysis.

In order to evaluate the potential of identified protein profiles as biomarkers, we perform classification analysis. To this end, unsupervised or supervised learning methods can be applied. In unsupervised clustering, the learning method will not know á priori which sample group each sample belongs to. The samples are clustered into sub-groups, based on all available information from the data-set, and the obtained clusters can be compared to clinical information.

In contrast, in a supervised learning method, the samples are divided into sample groups, and then the learning method evaluates how well the array data can classify the samples into the correct sample group. Support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised learning method that creates a hyperplane between two pre-defined groups of data. The SVM require a training data set for creating the hyperplane, and then a test data set where the hyperplane can be evaluated. If the data-set is too small for subdivision into training and test sets, a leave-one-
out cross validation can be performed instead. In a leave-one-out cross-validation, one sample is left out while creating the hyperplane, after which the classifier tries to correctly classify the left-out sample. After each iteration, a decision value is calculated based on the distance between the sample and the hyperplane. Based on the decision values, a receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve is constructed and an area under the curve (AUC) value can be calculated. The AUC-value can consequently be used as a measure of how well the data can classify the samples into the correct sample groups, where $AUC = 1$ represents a perfect classification, and $AUC = 0.5$ tells us that the data does not provide any information that can be used for correct classification of samples.
5. Clinical Applications

The quest for protein biomarkers for e.g. early detection and monitoring of complex diseases is an inherently challenging task (Hanash 2003). The effort involves detection of á priori unknown proteins, residing in tissue or body fluids at low concentration and in a mixture of thousands of other irrelevant proteins. Also, the proteins are often present at a dynamic range of several orders of magnitude, why low-abundant markers might be “masked” by more high-abundant proteins. Consequently, the study design and techniques used for the task at hand thus have a formidable challenge to live up to.

A very appealing approach is to take advantage of the body’s own defense system, evolved over millions of years to discriminate non-self from self, and now highly specified at detecting even subtle changes throughout the body (Paul 2013). A non-invasive strategy for surveying the immune response to complex diseases is to study proteins released by immune cells into the blood stream or fluids proximal to affected organs (Ramachandran, Srivastava et al. 2008). Also, studying proteins in body fluids instead of tissue can help avoiding invasive sampling procedures. The proteins released from immune cells include a large variety of antibodies and immunoregulatory proteins. This complexity poses high demands on techniques used to survey them in order to identify disease specific patterns. The protein microarray format allows simultaneous analysis of thousands of proteins in a high-throughput manner, and can be designed to either target auto-antibodies (antigen arrays) or proteins (antibody arrays)(Kingsmore 2006). These highly sensitive platforms will enable researchers to target low-abundant proteins, such as cytokines, even in the presence of high-abundant proteins, such as albumin and complement factors.

In cancer, tumor associated antigens will evoke an immune response that can be detected in body fluids (Anderson and LaBaer 2005). Our current understanding of this immune surveillance of cancers is limited, and further insight might provide both novel markers of disease and targets for
immunotherapy. Similarly, in autoimmune disorders the immune system reacts to self-antigen, due to loss of immunological tolerance (Paul 2013). Auto-antibodies and immunoregulatory proteins play important roles in the pathogenesis of autoimmunity, but they also constitute a valuable source of candidate markers of disease.

The heterogeneity of both cancers and auto-immune disorders has resulted in low sensitivity of single markers and motivates the quest for multiplex signatures (Wallstrom, Anderson et al. 2013). Discovery- and validation studies in heterogeneous diseases also demand larger sample cohorts compared to more homogeneous disease (Wallstrom, Anderson et al. 2013).

Our recombinant antibody microarrays are based on a wide range of scFvs, primarily targeting immunoregulatory proteins and we have applied our optimized platform in several clinical studies, with a focus on cancer and autoimmunity (Ellmark, Ingvarsson et al. 2006, Carlsson, Persson et al. 2010, Carlsson, Wingren et al. 2011, Carlsson, Wuttge et al. 2011, Wingren, Sandstrom et al. 2012).

5.1 Prostate cancer

Since the PSA test was approved by FDA in 1994, the number of early diagnosed cases of prostate cancer has increased and mortality rates (proportion of all cases) have declined (Welch and Albertsen 2009). If this is a result of us now including more indolent, harmless cancer cases into the statistics, or if we really are curing more cases of dangerous cancers, remains to be elucidated. The debates on the feasibility of using PSA as a screening marker was intensified in 2009, when two large randomized screening studies where published in NEJM, one conducted in the US and one conduced in Europe. The results of the two studies were not consistent: While the US study (Andriole, Crawford et al. 2009) could not detect improved survival among PSA tested men after 7-10 years follow-up, the European study (Schroder, Hugosson et al. 2009) did show a reduction in prostate-cancer related mortality associated with PSA screening. It is, however, evident that tPSA has low specificity for malignant disease and that thousands of healthy men are subjected to biopsy testing causing them harm and risk of infections. The FDA approval of %fPSA in 1998 for men with mid-
range tPSA (4-10 ng/ml) led to a 20% reduction of unnecessary biopsies. Still, the specificity of the test needs further improvement (Figure 4).

Aiming for reduction of unnecessary biopsy-testing in prostate cancer, a large-scale longitudinal study was conducted by Catalona and co-workers during the last decade (Catalona, Partin et al. 2011, Loeb, Sokoll et al. 2012). From 2003 to 2009, 892 men with midrange tPSA (2-10 ng/ml) and benign prostate biopsies were enrolled in a prospective study. The success of this study was evident in June 2012 when FDA approved a new test for risk classification of potential prostate cancer patients, called the Phi-index. This new screening test combines tPSA, %fPSA with a third marker denoted -2 pro PSA. -2 pro PSA is a precursor of PSA more highly elevated in prostate cancer than in benign tissue (Mikolajczyk, Millar et al. 2000). The Phi-test was developed by Beckman Coulter Inc. and has been evaluated in several studies (Jansen, van Schaik et al. 2010) before the large validation study referred to above.

The newly approved Phi-test outperforms %fPSA or tPSA, with a ROC AUC of 0.7 as compared to 0.65 for %fPSA and 0.53 for tPSA (Loeb, Sokoll et al. 2012). There is still a long way to a perfect separation of patient groups, and due to the complexity of the disease and the large patient cohort addressed it is unlikely to find a better separator using a single or a few markers (Wallstrom, Anderson et al. 2013). The stratification of breast cancer patients shown by
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**Figure 4.** Men with total serum PSA between 4 and 10 ng/ml constitute a heterogeneous patient group including both men with prostate cancer (PC) and benign enlargement of the prostate (BPH). Markers for stratification of this patient group could reduce patient harm and reduce cost of unnecessary biopsies.
Sorlie et al. (discussed in 2.1.1), encourages the use of complex gene and protein patterns for identification of disease sub-groups (Sorlie, Perou et al. 2001, Rees, Laversin et al. 2012). An attractive approach would be to use a similar strategy for risk stratification of prostate cancer patients, but instead identifying protein patterns in an easily accessible blood sample.

We have addressed this issue in paper IV, where we have analyzed plasma samples from 80 men à priori divided into four risk groups of prostate cancer based on tPSA and %fPSA. The groups reflect highly different categories of risk of PC diagnosis, or outcome, with group A having very low long-term risk of significant PC (tPSA ≤0.70 ng/ml), group B having modestly increased risk of prostate disease but low likelihood of clinically significant PC (tPSA: 2.1-8.0 ng/ml and %fPSA ≥27.9%), group C with considerably increased risk of PC (tPSA: 5.0-10-3 ng/ml and %fPSA ≤12.6) and group D having very high risk of clinically significant or advanced stages of PC (tPSA: 24.6-724 ng/ml). All 80 samples were analyzed on our antibody microarray platform optimized for plasma protein analysis, and protein profiles of individual samples were compared to each other using classification analysis.

The classification analysis tells us to what extent the obtained protein profiles could be used to distinguish the four groups (A-D) from each other, and is an indication of how well a biomarker signature based on the results would perform. The results showed that the high risk group D could be distinguished from low risk groups A and B with a reasonable accuracy (AUC = 0.68 and 0.72). Also, the two low risk groups, A and B, could be well separated from each other (AUC = 0.82).

In contrast, the classification analysis also showed that risk group C (midrange tPSA and low %fPSA) could not be distinguished from any of the three other risk groups (A, B and D), with an AUC-value of 0.5 in all three cases. This means that the protein profiles of the C group to some/large extent overlapped with the profiles of the three other groups (A, B and D), and it also indicated that the C group could be a very heterogeneous sample group. These results are in accordance with the notion that the C group represents men who are all sent for biopsy testing, but only around half of them do have cancer, consequently constituting a highly diverse group of patients. Therefore, we set out to investigate if we could stratify this heterogeneous sample group further and performed an unsupervised clustering of the C group data. The results showed
that we indeed could stratify risk group C into two distinct subgroups, denoted C1 and C2. Of note, further classification analysis showed that group C1 appeared to have protein profiles similar to the profiles of low risk groups A and B while group C2 appeared to be more similar to high risk group D. These results indicate that protein microarray data can be used to stratify heterogeneous patient groups into sub-groups of higher of lower risk of a certain disease. As discussed in chapter 2, discovery studies like ours need to be validated in larger sample cohorts, where the samples are fully documented with regard to disease status and follow-up.

Targeting prostate cancer using antibody arrays was first performed by Haab and co-workers representing early clinical applications based on the protein array format (Miller, Zhou et al. 2003, Shafer, Mangold et al. 2007). In 2003, Miller et al. presented a five protein marker panel that had significantly different levels in serum from patients with prostate cancer as compared to controls. Further, in 2007 Shafer presented antibody array data showing that thrombospondin-1 levels were elevated in benign prostate enlargement, while not in patient with malignant disease. However, further pre- and validation studies of these discovery studies have not yet been reported.

On a genetic level, loss of tumor suppressor PTEN has been described in variety of human cancers and has in prostate cancer been associated with tumor progression and poor prognosis (McMenamin, Soung et al. 1999). With that as a starting-point, Cima and coworkers identified 775 N-linked glycoproteins from PTEN negative mice and used targeted proteomics (MRM) in order to identify protein profiles for diagnosis and grading of prostate cancer (Cima, Schiess et al. 2011). This study demonstrates the feasibility of integrating of genetics, proteomics as well as experimental mouse models.

The proximity of the prostate to the renal system, together with the ease of urine sampling gives urine a status as an attractive sample format for prostate cancer diagnosis and prognosis (Downes, Byrne et al. 2007, Jamaspishvili, Kral et al. 2010). Markers that have been verified in independent sample cohorts of prostate cancer versus controls include VEGF and matrix metalloproteinases (Chan, Moses et al. 2004). Still, the study of multiplex panels of urinary proteins in association with prostate cancer is so far limited, but indicated great opportunities (Jamaspishvili, Kral et al. 2010). With the recently optimized
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protocol for urine analysis (paper I), exploring the potential of our platform for this purpose might prove rewarding.

5.2 Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)

The complexity of SLE pathophysiology calls for systematic and multiplex analysis in order to identify biomarkers and drug targets for improved prognosis of SLE patients. SLE has risen as a model autoimmune disease, and has in several efforts been addressed using different multiplexed platforms, including genetic and proteomic approaches (Balboni, Chan et al. 2006, Maecker, Lindstrom et al. 2012).

The heterogeneity of the disease has drawn attention to multiplexed analysis of protein and auto-antibodies using array-based approaches, aiming for diagnosis as well as prognosis (Balboni, Chan et al. 2006, Maecker, Lindstrom et al. 2012). Several efforts for identification of autoantibody repertoires revealed by antigen arrays have been investigated in SLE (Fattal, Shental et al. 2010, Maecker, Lindstrom et al. 2012, Papp, Vegh et al. 2012). Fattal et al. used arrays comprising 694 different antigens, mainly self-antigens, to study the humoral response of 40 SLE patients and compared them to 16 matched healthy controls. The results showed that the detected auto-antibody profiles, associated with active disease, persisted even after long term clinical remission. Further, Papp et al. used antigen arrays of 58 features and sera from 61 SLE patients of active and inactive disease, and identified both auto-antibodies as well as complement factors C3 and C4, complex bound to the array. Hence, antigen arrays can be utilized for identification of potential markers as well as mapping of SLE pathogenesis.

Comprehensive genetic studies of SLE pathogenesis have revealed a central role of the type 1 Interferon (IFN) pathway (Pascual, Farkas et al. 2006). Up-regulation of the type 1 IFN pathway has been associated with SLE both on gene- (Baechler, Bhatiwalla et al. 2003, Bennett, Palucka et al. 2003, Kirou, Lee et al. 2005) and protein level (Bengtsson, Sturfelt et al. 2000), and key players in the pathway could potentially be utilized both as markers and drug targets. To further test the role of type I IFN-regulated proteins in SLE, Bauer et al. conducted a survey of 160 serologic cytokines (Bauer, Baechler et al. 2006). Sera
from 30 SLE patients (15 patients with high gene expression of 82 type I INF-related genes and 15 patients with lower levels of the same gene panel) and 15 matched controls were analyzed on a 160 cytokine dual antibody array using RCA as detection system. The results showed that 30 differentially expressed cytokines could be delineated between the group of high IFN gene expression versus the control group. Out of these 30 cytokines, a panel of three chemokines (IP-10, MCP-1 and MIP-3B) displaying the strongest correlations with disease activity, was chosen for validation in a second, independent follow-up study. In the validation study, 267 SLE patients were followed for one year in a longitudinal study (Bauer, Petri et al. 2009). Results from the validation study showed that this three-plex chemokine panel correlated with disease activity, supporting the use of multiplex protein panels for monitoring of SLE disease activity. Antibody arrays for profiling of cytokines have also been employed in other autoimmune conditions, including multiple sclerosis and

Figure 5. The use of molecular biomarkers, detected in serum and urine, could potentially improve quality of life for SLE patients. By using biomarkers for treatment selection and flare prediction, the flares could more effectively be suppressed and thereby reducing the symptoms for the patients, and further organ damage could also be prevented.
rheumatoid arthritis, where therapies utilizing either increase or decrease of cytokine levels have been effective (Balboni, Chan et al. 2006).

In this context, our group has applied our antibody microarray platform, targeting mainly cytokines and complement proteins, in a recent SLE biomarker discovery study (Carlsson, Wuttge et al. 2011). The results showed that multiplexed candidate serum protein panels for diagnosis, prognosis and classification could be identified. Of note, the patients included in this study had a wide variety of different manifestations, ranging from low to high severity, and the identified protein signatures could, with high accuracy, classify the patients into the correct subgroup.

The most severe manifestation of SLE, SLE nephritis, is characterized by pronounced renal involvement, and associated with high morbidity and mortality if left untreated (Rovin, Birmingham et al. 2007). The characteristics of nephritis, including both systemic and renal symptoms, motivate the use of both serum and urine as potential sources of markers for e.g. diagnosis, monitoring of disease and treatment selection (Figure 5). Proteins detected in serum are more likely to reflect the systemic characteristics of SLE pathogenesis, while urinary proteins to great extent (approx. 70%) originate from the renal system and more accurately reflect nephritis activity (Decramer, Gonzalez de Peredo et al. 2008). By studying both sample formats in a single study, routes of clearance and degradation of proteins can potentially be investigated, e.g. by identifying proteins decreasing in serum, while simultaneously increasing in urine.

In paper III, we have adopted the above described approach of harnessing the immune system as a sensitive sensor for disease activity in SLE nephritis. In order to identify protein signatures reflecting disease activity, we have analyzed serum (n = 59) and urine (n = 58) samples from patients with SLE nephritis and candidate protein biomarker panels associated with high versus low disease activity were delineated. The majority of analysis was performed as a case-control study, comparing patients with active disease to patients with inactive disease. In addition, a smaller portion of the sample cohort had been followed over time and a longitudinal analysis could be performed. The identified protein profiles included both known and novel markers of disease activity. Previously reported markers included complement proteins (C1q, C3 and C4 in serum) as
well as a number of cytokines (e.g. MCP-1, IL-6, IL-10, IFN-γ and TNF-α) (Li, Tucci et al. 2006, Gigante, Gasperini et al. 2011, Brugos, Vincze et al. 2012)

Disease activity was defined both based on systemic symptoms (defined by SLEDAI-2K) (Gladman, Ibanez et al. 2002) as well on specific renal symptoms (defined by renal SLEDAI). We could identify unique protein panels for systemic versus renal symptoms, indicating that we could pin-point biomarkers for monitoring of renal flare activity. In more detail, serum protein panels reflecting systemic symptoms included down-regulated C1q, and up-regulated IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12, IL-16 and MCP-1, while the serum protein panels reflecting renal symptoms included up-regulated IL-6, IL-16, MCP-1 and CD40, and again down-regulated C1q. The identified urinary profiles included mainly up-regulated proteins and were of substantially different length and composition, as compared to the serum profiles, and are more extensively described in paper III.

Comparing the results from serum or urinary analysis revealed two key points. First, the two sample formats provided protein profiles of substantially differences with regard to both length and composition, indicating that complementary information was retrieved by analyzing the two sample formats. Second, serum profiles performed best in the region of higher disease activity, i.e. conferred most pronounced separation of the groups in term in AUC-values. In contrast, the urinary profiles performed better in the region of low disease activity, distinguishing no/low disease activity from medium or high disease activity. Taken together, the two sample formats could preferable be used in combination in order to obtain a more extensive view of the disease status. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study deciphering multiplex panels in both serum and urine reflecting disease activity and renal involvement.

By analyzing a small subset of samples, we also carried out a longitudinal study, performing pair-wise comparisons of two samples from each patient, collected both during and between flares. The obtained protein profiles overlapped to large extent with the case-control results, while some additional proteins were identified in the pair-wise analysis, including GM-CSF, IL-1ra and IL-1β. These results demonstrated that a refined view of SLE disease pathogenesis might be obtained through pair-wise comparisons, due to elimination of biological (patient-to-patient) variation. Future studies, targeting larger sample cohorts,
will be required for validation of identified protein panels. Also, pathway analysis of identified proteins would bring further insight into disease pathogenesis.
6. Concluding remarks

The process of identifying novel markers for diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment decision has proven a difficult task. A successful biomarker discovery requires clinical sample cohorts of high quality and quantity, as well as technologies that can identify disease related differences between clinical samples that then can be used to differentiate the targeted patient groups with high specificity and sensitivity.

The aim of this thesis, based on four original papers, has been to further optimize and apply an affinity proteomics platform for biomarker discovery, antibody microarrays. In papers I and II, I have addressed two key assay features, probe format and sample format, and in papers III and IV, I have applied the optimized platform in two clinical studies, targeting prostate cancer and SLE.

The on-chip functionality of arrayed probes is essential for well-performing antibody arrays. In paper II, I addressed the on-chip performance of scFv selected from the n-CoDeR library by introducing stabilizing mutations into the common FW of the scFvs. The results showed that the point-mutations E6Q (VH) and S96P (VL) conferred improved stability on soluble proteins and clone-dependent effects on the on-chip stability of the scFvs. For future application of the E6Q and S96P mutations in microarray experiments, the mutations should be introduced into the master FW of a combinatorial scFv library, and all selected clones would then carry the novel mutations. The mutants have so far not been applied in large-scale microarray analysis, simply due to logistic issues. The stabilizing mutations E6Q and S96P could be especially beneficial for scFvs with intended use under de-stabilizing conditions, such as i) long-time storage, ii) recombinant tagging of scFv conferring decreased stability or iii) cytosolic applications, where conserved disulfide-bridges not are formed.
In paper I, I have optimized a protocol for urinary proteomics using antibody microarrays, now allowing us to target all of the most commonly used clinical sample formats. This will enable us to perform studies including several different sample formats, as was done in paper III where both urine and serum was analyzed for identification of novel marker associated with SLE nephritis activity. This combined approach proved to be very beneficial as we could not only detect candidate biomarkers from both urine and serum, but we could also show that the two sample formats provided complementary information. The biomarker panels identified in serum and urine were of substantially different length and composition. In addition, the classification analysis indicated that the urine markers worked best in distinguishing high from medium disease activity, while serum performed better when distinguishing medium from low disease activity. Taken together, urine and serum biomarkers could be used in parallel in clinical settings, providing complementary information, in the end giving a more comprehensive view of the disease status.

The application studies (paper III and IV) demonstrate the feasibility of using antibody microarrays for identification of candidate protein biomarker signatures for risk classification and monitoring of disease. In paper III, protein signatures associated with SLE nephritis disease activity and renal involvement were identified, including both previously reported and novel markers. In paper IV, identified protein profiles could be utilized for stratification of a heterogeneous sample group into two groups of high or low risk of having prostate cancer. These two clinical applications (paper III and IV) together show that we now have at hand an analysis platform that can be used for identification of protein profiles with potential use as biomarker signatures. We can print up to 2000 antibodies per cm$^2$ and analyze hundreds of samples per day (per workstation). Consequently, the current bottleneck is the availability of a sufficient number of well-characterized affinity reagents and in particular large, well-documented sample cohorts.

Taken together, key determinant factors for bringing biomarker candidates from discovery studies into the clinics are the issues of development and production of affinity reagents, and sample collection and banking. Thousands of affinity reagents will be required for un-targeted analysis of the human proteome. Also, the discovery and validation studies will need to enroll numerous patients and controls, or utilize banked material from large biobanks. Extensive collaborations between academia, public sector, and industry will be
required for both the development of affinity reagents as well as for performing large-scale studies. However, if the above described logistics can be resolved, there are great hopes of affinity proteomics delivering biomarker signatures to the clinics in the near future. With high-performing biomarkers for early diagnosis, prognosis, and stratification of patients for treatment selection at hand, personalized medicine could truly impact the survival and quality of life of for thousands of patients.

En biomarkör kan vara en gen eller ett protein, som kan mätas i ett vävnadsprov (biopsi) eller i ett blodprov. I vissa fall har forskare lyckats identifiera biomarkörer som kan ge läkaren besked om en viss patient kan förväntas ha nytta av en viss behandling eller inte. Forskningen för att identifiera nya biomarkörer har tagit ordentlig fart senaste decennierna. Detta är mycket tack vare kartläggningen av människans DNA (arvsmassa) i början av 2000-talet och utveckling av ny tekniker som möjliggör att vi nu kan mäta upp till tusentals olika proteiner på en gång. Sådan storskalig undersökning av proteiner kallas proteomik.

Den proteomikteknik vi har utvecklat i vår forskargrupp kallas antikroppsmikromatriser (antibody microarrays), där vi använder oss av antikroppar för att analysera proteiner i blodet eller andra biologiska prover. Antikroppar är specialiserade på att binda till olika proteiner för att därmed särskilja mellan friskt och sjukt, och den förmågan använder vi oss av i vår teknik. Vi tar hjälp av en robot för att placera små (ca 0.0000003 ml) droppar av olika antikroppar på en plastyta så att de bildar ett ordnat mönster, en matris. Vi

På senare år har många forskargrupper presenterat potentiella biomarkörer som i deras studier visat att de kan särskilja mellan prover från sjuka och friska personer. Det har däremot visat sig vara svårt att upprepa resultaten i nya, större provsamlingsar, vilket är ett krav för att kunna börja använda biomarkören på patienter i sjukvården. Jag har i min avhandling diskuterat några anledningar till varför detta är så svårt. För det första är upplägget av studien viktig, d.v.s. hur patienterna och proverna som ska analyseras väljs ut. För det andra spelar det stor roll vilket provformat (blod, urin etc.) som används och hur proverna behandlas vid provtagning och därefter. Slutligen är kraven stora på analysmetoderna som används för att identifiera biomarkör. Metoden måste t.ex. kunna mäta väldigt låga proteinkoncentrationer, i ett komplext prov där det finns tusentals andra proteiner.

Min avhandling är baserad på fyra artiklar. Två av dessa handlar om teknikutveckling av vår proteomikplattform och två av dem handlar om hur jag har använt vår plattform för att analysera blod- och urinprover med målet att finna nya biomarkör.

I den första artikeln har jag optimerat plattformen så att vi nu även kan analysera proteiner i urinprover. Proteiner som finns i människans urin härrör till största del från njurarna, men det är även en stor del som har filtrerats ut från blodet och som kan spegla sjukdomstillstånd i hela kroppen. Detta medför att vi kan använda vår analysplattform i kliniska studier för att leta efter biomarkörer både för njursjukdomar, men även för sjukdomar som berör resten av kroppen.

I min andra artikel har jag fokuserat på de antikroppar som vi använder på våra mikromatriser. För att producera våra matriser tar roboten en lösning innehållande antikroppar och skjuter ut små droppar som sedan torkar ut på plastytan där matriserna bildas. Detta är en väldigt hård påfrestning för antikropparna och de måste ha en stabil struktur för att inte denaturera, d.v.s.
föröra sina strukturer och därmed sina funktion. För att försöka förbättra antikropparnas stabilitet har jag infört några mutationer d.v.s. jag har gjort några förändringar i antikropparnas DNA. Jag har sedan jämfört antikroppar med och utan mutationer för att se vad mutationerna hade för effekt. Det visade sig att när antikropparna befann sig i lösning hade de nytta av mutationerna och uppvisade mer stabil struktur. Däremot var det svårare att uttala sig om antikropparna som hade torkat ut på plastyta hade lika mycket nytta av mutationerna.

I artikel tre och fyra har jag använt mikromatrismerna för att identifiera biomarkörer i den autoimmuna sjukdomen SLE (lupus) och prostatacancer. SLE är en sjukdom som kan påverka större delen av kroppen, allt från leder till njurar. Sjukdomen går i skov, vilket betyder att sjukdomssymptom kommer och går och det är svårt att förutspå när nästa skov kommer. Om patienten får behandling när skovet börjar, eller helst innan, kan symptomen dämpas kraftigt vilket både betyder att patienten mår bättre för stunden och dessutom att kroppen inte bryts ned så mycket av skovet. I artikel tre har jag analyserat både blod- och urinprover från SLE-patienter med hjälp av våra mikromatrismen. Proverna var tagna både under och mellan skov, vilket gjorde det möjligt att identifiera proteinmönster som speglade skovet. Dessa proteinmönster skulle i förlängningen kunna användas som biomarkörer som kan avgöra om ett skov är på gång så att patienten snabbt kan påbörja behandling.


I min fjärde artikel har vi analyserat blodprover från män med olika hög risk för prostatacancer. Vi kunde identifiera proteinmönster som skulle kunna användas som ett komplement till PSA för att förhindra att så många män tvingas lämna
vävnadsprov i onödan. Detta skulle leda till bättre livskvalitet för männen och lägre kostnader för sjukvården.

Sammanfattningsvis har jag med mina artiklar bidragit till utveckling av vår proteomikplattform och sedan visat på dess användning för identifiering av nya biomarkörer. Detta kan i förlängningen leda till att sjukvården kommer ha tillgång till fler och bättre biomarkörer som kan vara viktiga hjälpmedel både vid diagnostik av olika sjukdomar, och för att välja behandlingsmetoder som passar den enskilde patienten.
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